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ABSTRACT
There are many kinds of love, but for some people,
romantic relationships are the most meaningful
element of life, providing a source of deep fulfillment.
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I am designing a new service to track, rethink, and
improve relationships with people who move to a new
environment and are separated from loved ones or for
those who are in unsatisfactory relationships. People
in long distance relationships lack physical interaction
and the ability to share feelings daily. I am working
towards designing a digital service and accompanying
physical tools which aim to strengthen and maintain
close personal relationships across distance for
people.

How to become a romantic guy?
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INTRODUCTION

How can design help people in long
distance relationships learn their
partner’s needs and cultivate healthy
communication?
In order to address problems created by
long distance relationships, I will involve
deep learning into my thesis. Deep learning
systems are a good method for studying life
patterns and finding solutions specific to
individual needs and wants.
To do this I will test people’s acceptance
of robot’s interaction and their willingness
to and comfort with sharing personal
information and accepting advice from a
deep learning device. This will result in a
service system and intelligent device for
strengthening long distance relationships.
The system will offer advice based on
individual situation and big data, track and
record key moments that can be revisited
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and shared at a later date, and create a
physical connection across distance.
I am working on this because I understand
firsthand the need for this tool and I believe
the strength and longevity of relationships
can be improved with the use of this
system.
This service has potential to be involved in
our closest relationships, both romantic and
with family members.

concerns
themes

To strengthen our closest relationships
when living far away from loved ones.

TRACK, REVISIT, SHARE
MEMORIES
ADVICE

PHYSICAL CONNECTION
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FOREWORD street interviews on advices
"Every good [project] started by scratching a [designer's]
personal itch"
-Eric S. Raymond

Do you think you are a romantic person?

19
Age : 21-30
No.

MALE / FEMALE

♂

26.3%

Yes

♀ 76.3%

No

23.7%

73.7%

Share one romantic story
or one gift to your lover

Do you want to become
a romantic person?

you can sketch / describe / whatever

Yes

No

13.2%

10.5%

Can you imagine which
source can help to make
you become romantic

I always start with my personal itch and rapidly
test on people with brief questionnaires and
interviews.
It’s important to note that most of my previous
projects were based on studying human/user’s
behavior, and began an interactive process
between design and feedback. Designers
could push the process into a proper shape but
users play the most important role in the whole
project.

tutor? service? website? book?

Give me one advice to
help me become romantic

(poem)

you can sketch / describe / whatever

Wudi Hong

attention

be myrself

RISD Fall 2016
Graduate Thesis
whiteResearch
lie
just do it

push myself

Survey Sheet
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advices
cultivate love

I figured advice can be a good variable to help people in love to rethink
and cultivate their relationships. But as an old Chinese saying goes, one
who is in the game is blind, while a bystander sees everything. When
I ended my last relationship, a lot of friends around me helped me out
and also rethink/analyze afterward. I was surprised by their clarity and
depth on my dead love, which gave me some more inspiration for both
my next stage of life and relationships. So I really wish I could have
received those thoughts earlier enough to save my love.
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self
analysis
love
curve
Love Element
Dine Out
Couple Photograph
Chat with Emoji
Text & Call
Cook at Home

before relationship

!!!

3rd month

I tried to use a continuous curve to illustrate my own
romantic relationship at that time. This curve can represent
either happiness or excitement in a relationship. After this
exercise, I learned the importance of tracking the pattern
of relationships and translate this abstract pattern into
objective, visualized map.
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6th month

I’m here

1st year

After self-analyzing my relationship curve, I went
out to involve more people for their own curves.
Which is really fun to see how people evaluate their
relationship’s process and tendency.
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RELATIONSHIP
COMPANION

SCENE REMOD

technology
wearable device

I tried to bring technology into my project, to execute
the human-machine interaction, in order to track
physical signals and revisit special moments. I got
the inspiration by using Fitbit, it’s also a system
combination app and a wearable device. I was really
fascinated by the simplicity of earlier version of
Fitbit bracelet, and also the interface of Fitbit mobile
application. So I decided to use a wearable device to
help my thesis project collecting user’s data.
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P RECORD

DELING
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deep learning
machine vision

Deep Learning has been a hot topic
of computer science and machine
learning these several years. From
AlphaGo to Deep Dream, from
Quick Draw to Self-Driving Vehicle,
Google is always moving ahead of
other competitors. I figured it’s a
chance to combine such complex
neural network with human’s
purest and most fundamental
relationships. I hope I can track
and analyze people’s relationships
by accumulating their life pattern
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and communicational trace, and let
machines learn those data before
giving some output results. Ideally,
Deep Learning will be an efficient
way to learn user’s needs and
translate them into useful clues in
their relationships. However, when I
start picturing this ‘service’, a lot of
related problems bump out, such as
user’s privacy and what the input and
output look like. Also, the interaction
between human and machine has a
lot of potentials to explore.

Self Driving Car

Deep Dream

AlphaGo

Quick Draw
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INPUT LAYER

Neural Network

LEARNING deep learning

what’s this?
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HIDDEN LAYERS(≥2)

outline

element

OUTPUT LAYER

color & pixel

a dog!
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user

[direct user]

for people who move to a new environment
and are separated from loved ones
[peripherally relevant]

20

EXPERIMENTS
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EXPERIMENT New Year Eve Tips

Fortune Tips
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Step 1: Let people put down some New Year’s tips to each other.
Step 2: Ask them to sort these tips in order, and find out the best advice.
Based on the familiarity between each pair, people can give more appropriate
and personal advice. So I assume Deep Learning can help people understand
each other better.

insights
1. Relationships can be strengthened by giving advice.
2. Deep Learning system can help a device/service to recognize
user’s status, and give more personal advice.
3. I assume people need a device to store advice you give to
yourself at the start of your journey and you can revisit later.
4. Some advice you want to give someone but depending on
your relationship with that person, you might not able to give
directly.
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EXPERIMENT mask dinner
Zixin is one of my project’s potential target
users. She is studying in U.S. while her
boyfriend is studying back in China. When
I was creating an experiment to test on
people about their acceptance of longdistance communication more than just
on screen, a crazy idea jumped out from
my mind: why not act as Zixin’s boyfriend
by wearing a mask with her boyfriend’s
face on it and have a dinner with her? And
I planned to use photojournalism as the
media to record this experiment and both
Zixin and her boyfriend’s feedback. I tried
to imitate her boyfriend’s actual actions
when they are together. Since he is a silent
guy, I don’t need to worry about imitating
their talking during this experiment. I
helped prepare food and wash dishes. I
even ate food with the mask on my face.
The whole experiment experience was fun
and inspiring.
The most important point I figured out
from this experiment is, the sense of
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presence. What is sense of presence?
It’s a sense of being in and belonging in a
relationship, or a feeling of involvement,
warmth, and immediacy from physicallyseparated participants. That is to say, you
can feel the person around you even if
they are not here at all.
People couldn’t feel the sense of presence
even when they were video chatting
with facetime. It’s hard to describe and
translate this kind of presence sense, so
I draw out some scenario to help me on
further explore.

“It’s a sense of being in and
belonging in a relationship, or a
feeling of involvement, warmth,
and immediacy from physically
separated participants.”
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I choosed a photo of my boyfriend with
cute and innocent face on purpose.

You’d better choose a more handsome
photo of mine.

I felt happy but weird at first glance.
The visual impact was very strong.
The reason I felt happy but weird is: Yes
this is his face, but not the feeling of him.
So I became a little bit mad with you.

This is contradictory in my mind. But I
am still happy I can see this face around
me.
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I liked the moment he stared at me and
waited for my orders near me when I was
cooking. You don’t need to do anything or
say anyting, just stay.

Do whatever you feel comfortable during
dinner, just like you are eating with your
boyfriend now.

So let’s watch TV and eat. Nobody will
take away TV remote from me now.

Feel free to come to my place and have
dinner with me next time. And bring this
mask with you for sure. This is your ticket.

Yeah!
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EXPERIMENT talk with machine
Experiment Time:
12 hours
Experiment Subjects:
Wudi and Ou
Keywords Summary:
Bizarre, Fun,
Expectation,
Inconvenient
-from Wudi
Weird, Robot,
Unreal,Cold Machine,
-from Ou

Step 1: Type the sentences into Google Translate.
Step 2: Send the voice message by social network app to people. And limit
their communication only in this type.
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This communication cancels some pre-assumption, some imagination in my

What’s you first
glance on this way
to communicate?

mind. So those make me feel unreal and uncomfortable. But this is only on
those people I am willing to talk to. On the other side, for example, I don’t like
one of a director in my company, when he command me to do something, I’d
rather he text me with Instant Message, instead of calling me on phone.

Do you prefer
directly talk with a
human?

How about an app
that lets you only
communicate like
this?

I like to talk with a human, not only hearing the voice but also noticing
their emotion and gesture visually. It also depends on your purpose of
communication. That’s why customer service I still prefer agent rather than a
robot.

It’s too complex because you need type in it, and add one more useless step,
talk without any rhythm nor emotion.
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EXPERIMENT 2x screen game

1. People are willing to share experiences and fun moments
with friends in long distance.
2. Digital tools can bring people immersive experience.
3. This is a good example of the visual and sound
connection between long distance relationships. I think we
can do more on physical touch.
4. The sense of presence.
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Record m

my roommate and his friend playing video game while looking at each other through video chat
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To test my concept (Deep Learning
system in relationships), I choose one
of my friend Po and his boyfriend’s
Whatsapp history for my experiment.
I decide to imitate as a Deep Learning
AI and analyze their communicational
patterns and give some advice based on
studying their history as a bystander. The
process of imitating deep learning AI will
show as below step by step.

SIMULATION Po’s Love Pattern Learning
33

INPUT
DATA

COLLECT
DATA

ANALYZE
DATA

DEEP
LEARNING

DIVERSE
OUTPUT

Workflow
All the processes are based on collecting and analyzing the date inputted from apps and
wearable devices.
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Input
In the stage of input, there are several clusters of resource my target users can include in
this system. My target users have different categories of devices in daily life, such as the
smartphone, home device, wearable device etc., we use a lot. The more data recorded
by Deep Learning system from the users, the more accurate and detailed analysis AI can
do on their relationships. Despite this learning system’s features, people need to expose
themselves the most to the system in order to receive most accurate feedback. That is
to say, they’ll need to balance their risks and gains by themselves. The privacy control
function here will notify them of the risk, and let them decide by themselves.
The method users can use for their privacy at Input stage:
1. Give the system some preset keywords.
2. The system will find related keyword and & images based on 1st step.
3. The system will block related content to the next stage of data analysis.

MOBILE
DEVICE

WEARABLE
DEVICE

PERSONAL
COMPUTER

HOME
DEVICE

SOCIAL
APPS

PRODUCTIVITY

GAME
APPS

···

PHOTO
MESSAGE

TEXT
MESSAGE

VIDEO
MESSAGE

VOICE
MESSAGE

···

EMOJI
MESSAGE

···
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Photo Sharing

Voice Message

Text Message

COLLECT
DATA

ANALYZE
DATA
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DEEP
LEARNING

Input Data Example
For example, in our daily social communication apps,
we can use text, voice message, emoji and photo as
input to Deep Learning system. People’s life pattern
consist of those different categories of inputs.

Emoji

DIVERSE
OUTPUT
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Privacy Control
Due to the sources of advice will be involved with
real people(love expert and online forum), privacy
will be a big problem. To protect people’s privacy
when using this system, I give this system a previous
privacy setting before start it. People will take a brief
and simplified survey to setup their defaults with
several clicks. For instance, people will answer some
questions to determine their limits of acceptance, and
after that, this system can provide a filter before input
and analyze people’s date.

automatically block out the sentences with:
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x

x

x

keyword

photo
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text messages content after privacy filter
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After Privacy Control
After this privacy control step, the
machine can only get the input as
shown on the right of this image. And
the user can have a comfortable and
reliable experience when involved in
this system.
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habit & experience

42

pet name

lovely interaction

Keywords Data Example
User give the system their preset keyword target to help system narrow down the input date.
Deep Learning system will keep those keywords in storage and accumulate day by day.
Depends on the frequency of keywords, the system will help people record data related to
original keywords. And the whole process of locating related keywords will be another layer of
deep learning progress.

greeting

sexual word

reduplication word
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KEYWORD

STORAGE

Relationship Pattern Diagram
The deep learning system can also help to draw out user’s relationship pattern
diagram. Since I did the self-analysis love curve exercise on myself and my friends,
I assumed those curves represent people’s self-motivation and confidence in their
relationships. If the machine can help us to draw the curves, it will help a lot. People
can track and revisit their relationship by using this pattern. And if tipping point
moment (tipping point on this pattern diagram means sharply change of one specific
physical signal when to react in same topics or keywords)shows in this pattern, the
system will warn people before they are too late to realize by themselves.
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DEEP
LEARNING

DIVERSE
OUTPUT

TIPPING
POINT

relationship pattern
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DEEP
LEARNING

Diverse Output
Besides warning, this system mainly gives the user some advice and
solutions to help them in their relationships. And after every time they
use those advice in their real life, the system will also keep tracking
their activities and feedbacks to improve itself. Under all of this Deep
Learning system, they will have a personal relationship assistance
which knows their needs and understands their situation the best.
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advice

!

USER
A

warning

DIVERSE
OUTPUT
forum

USER
B
expert

commerce

···
feedback loop
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source keyword

cooking photo
advice A

send more photos to him
physical reaction analysis

which photo touched him
advice B

cook this for him next time
automatically remind Po

when Po meet him

10 more potential advices

remind them when they plan to cook at home
remind them when they are getting grocery
make a monthly plan on cooking this dish
give him a petname same as this food
set cooking photo as chat background
buy him a recipe as gift
give him a special cooking ware as gift
farm the dish’s ingredient by myself
find a master chef to learn this dish
open a restaurant with this special dish

mild

possible

intense

10 Advice Example
To imitate as deep learning AI, I listed out 10 pieces of advice
as examples. Some of this advice are intense and some are
mild. I sorted this list in order and gave it to my friend, and he
gave me some feedback on his choice, and his feedback will
definitely help me on my next round of advice.
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Effective

love view
marriage counselor

$

$$$

dear abby

mediator

book
online blog

Not Effective

Love View Benchmarking
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DESIGN APP + DEVICE
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video of
special moment
APP

RECORD
DATA

MOBILE PHONE CAMERA

ANALYSIS &
TRACKING

REVISIT
MEMORY

sync with Apps
PULSE RATE
TEMPERATURE

physical
sensors

SPEECH RATE
SWEATING

WEARABLE DEVICE

physical
variables
simulate physical signals from record

how App + Device system work together in recording & revisiting precious moments
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storyboard: building sense of presence
I started the design with illustrating some moments
in my daily life which let myself realize the important
sense of presence. People always need to share
some moments and feelings with their partners, and
these became my concept’s starting point. To follow
this starting point, I tried to draw out the system’s
framework.
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I regarded Deep Learning system as an information transfer
station between couples. So I mapped out this framework
to clarify the system structure. I should point out that the
feedback loop is essential to empower this Deep Learning
system.
outsiders & ‘experts’
feedback and more advices

message

deep learning

message

physical sensor

physical sensor
advices & services

daily communication
me

she

system framework
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matrix comparison
I did a brief survey in advance to list out some people’s
concern in mobile apps. By comparing some instant
messaging and social networking apps in this matrix, I
started to find my project’s comfortable and accurate
position, which led the next step of my concept. All I
wanted to create is a convenient and helpful service
which can provide as much physical touch as possible.
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Ben

Jerry

Debby

NOT SOCIAL

SOCIAL

Jerry

Debby

Ben

GENERAL USE

FOCUSED USE

Ben

Debby

Jerry

NON COMMERCIAL

Jerry

COMMERCIAL

Ben

Debby

25 wage earner

30 activate duty Soldier

20 student

- have a long and stable
relationship with girlfriend

- live away from family, and live
with limited timetable

- sometimes ignore girfriend’s
feeling when in busy

- lack of physical touch with
family

- have problems making
new friends and handling the
relationships with classmates

- need some helps and advices
to strengthen his relationship

- hope can have immersive
experience with family

- need to get used of foreign
culture

- a new international student

user persona
In order to design for specific users, I made this user persona.
However, based on their different life stages and relationship
situations, they had totally different needs from my design. It
was a big challenge to include most of the target users into this
system, but that it also the essential meaning why I hope the
Deep Learning system can be involved in my project, learning
people’s needs and helping people individualized.
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Set up
Profile

USER

ONLINE
EXPERT

Upload
Photo

Answer
Survey

Build up
Connection

Commercial
Opportunity

Ask for
Confirmation

ONLINE
SHOP

INTIMATE
FRIEND

Seek
for Help

LOCAL
SHOP

Yes

Stranger

No

Yes

Deep Learning
Keep on
Tracking

No

Relationship
Problem

Event
Reminder

Relationship
Map

Give (Gift?)
Advice

Privacy
Setting

USER
2

Store & Track
Memories

user flow for new user
Before I drew the layout and wireframe of my app, I tried to draw
a clear and simple user flow. I also debugged it several times by
showing app’s draft wireframes to people, in order to figure out
the optimized app structure.
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APP + DEVICE
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59

app wireframe

hallo!
SIGN IN

60

NEXT

DONE

relation map

anniversary

REVIEW

NEXT

GO

DESIGN APP UI
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ui design concept: KALEIDOSCOPE
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I started some draft idea of app’s UI Design by using kaleidoscope concept. An
kaleidoscope is an optical tool/toy with several reflecting polygonal surfaces overlapped
and inclined to each other in flexible angle. So I think it is a good representation of Deep
Learning system: The overlapped feature represents layers of a neural network, and the
different geometrical patterns create endless results, which shows the huge possibility
and potential of Deep Learning system.
I also got some inspiration of symmetrical and rotate system from Islamic pattern.
After decided this concept, I used an animation software called Nodebox to generate
some interactive pattern and included them into my UI design’s element collection.
Generate a collection of things and represent the collection as a single work. The nature
of the “things” is open.
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LOVE VIEW is your personal relationship assistant.

WELCOME & ONBOARDING
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I used a tiny grid to balance the interface’s space
and also weaken the visual fatigue caused by high
saturation background color. I also tried to keep the
simplicity of flat design in button design and fonts
selection, in order to give the user a comfortable and
straightforward experience when using Love View.
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PROFILE SETUP
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Record your perfect moments.
RELATIONSHIP TRACKING

Build your own relationhshop categories.
RELATIONSHIP LIST
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Remind you important dates and give you advice.

ADVICE & HELP CENTER
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REMINDER & GIFT SURPRISE

68

Anniversary alarm and gift advice will save your
time and maintain your relationship easier.
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DESIGN Wearable Device
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a. Use vibration and light to translate user’s missing to their partner.
(use simple function to transmit complex love, user can express
different intensity of missing by putting different force on the button)
b. Keep their interaction private and intimate.
(user can setup different mode like Do Not Disturb Mode or 		
Vibration Only Mode)
c. Screen is not enough in couple’s
daily communication.

1. Physical Interaction

a. Use the embedded sensor to record user’s physical signal. (such as
heart beat rate, body temperature, etc.,)
b. Send data to the mobile app and keep in storage for Deep Learning.
2. Body Signal Sensor

c. Provide physical feature for user to revisit and recall their memories
for a specific moment.
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3. Outfits

a. It can be a necklace, bracelet,
keychain or even ‘dog tag’.
b. It can let users customize or update
the appearance by themselves.
c. Aesthetic form of the outfit is the
essential/only function.

As long as I decided 3 main principles of designing this wearable device to
serve for my project Deep Learning system, I started to sketch out some
form of it in my imagine. I selected necklace as my choice since necklace
will be worn at the closest place from people’s heart. And some people
have the habit to hold their necklace in their hand, which is similar in my
physical touch concept.
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COPPER BAND

LED

ABS / CAST METAL

I have a lot of 3d modeling experience
with Rhino before, and I also finished
some jewelry digital modeling freelance
last summer, so I did form study and
design process with Rhino first. I
had some imagination in my mind,
which the finishing of this necklace

will be combined with 3d printing and
handmade crafting. And I hope this
piece of jewelry will involve at least
two different materials, which express
the conflict between traditional jewelry
design and digital wearable device
design.
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form studies
1. Comfortable to hold: suitable size and proper friction on the
surface. Similar as cobblestone’s texture.
2. Enough weights and stiffness for holding.
3. Natural asymmetric form with precise gravity point.
COBBLESTONE
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material studies
1. Decent and matte transparency on the main part.
2. The dim but glossy texture on the metal piece.

GLACIER
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detail studies
1. Diffuse the Led light by designing parametric hole.
2. I got the inspiration from the Pantheon.

PANTHEON
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diverse possibilities
1. Necklace, bracelet, earring
2. Dog tag
3. Cufflink, brooch
4. Belt buckle, tie
5. Hat
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3D PRINTING MOCKUP

MORTISE AND TENON JOINTS

LED DIFFUSE REFLECTION

ASYMMETRY

79

METAL FORMING
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81

CONCLUSION
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These days, more and more services and software are solving problems for people
seeking romantic relationships but not strengthening those relationships. In my opinion,
love is pure and simple. An essential point of love is people understanding and meeting
each other’s needs. The rapid pace of life can cause a lot of misinterpretations in love,
some people regard love as a fast food, so they don’t dedicate themselves too much to
their relationships. There are also some people without enough experience in relationships,
and they have no idea where to find help. That’s why I decided to focus on this as my
thesis topic and tried to apply technology to solve the lack self-motivation in maintaining
relationships.
Early in the thesis process, interacting with people made me realize love is more complex
than one person’s life experience and knowledge. I recorded other people’s stories and
remembered things that happened to myself. I collected physiological data and built up
a connection with people’s daily communication patterns to analyze our relationships
and hopefully to trace back to some clue in love. For instance, some tiny body gesture
can express whether a person is in love or not. If your partner no longer holds hands with

you when you are out, it might mean some change in your relationship. These clues can
be easily noticed by a bystander but not by you. That’s why I think my project can help
people to realize some changes before it’s too late. In order to draw a love pattern, this
system will need to involve a wearable device and app as tracking and revisiting functions,
and Deep Learning as an accumulating and analyzing system.
By studying this topic more deeply, I narrowed down my project’s focus and decided
to write my thesis book as a story. As far as I absorbed more insight from people’s
relationships, I understood more aspects of love’s problems. That is to say, if I am a Deep
Learning machine, I am turning to a love expert during these several months of studies on
relationships. However, I’m not a computer, and I couldn’t collect data and analyze them
with the extreme efficiency as a computer. To be honest, what I value most in my thesis
is the huge potential shown in the collaboration between humans and Deep Learning
systems.
I’ve already drawn the frameworks of the Love View system, and it is about time to test
people’s acceptance and action by facing this new service. A question I would like to ask
will be: If we have a chance to make a change in order to improve our relationships, what’s
our choice?
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